
After three years, the Omicron class has teamwork
down to a tee. The annual Friday afternoon golf
tournament was a success, with 40+ golfers enjoying
the sun at Diamond Bar Golf Course for competition,
relaxation, and networking with classmates and
vendors. Even a communication error was no match
for the preparation and teamwork of our executive
team and the golf committee. Additionally, after
striking gold with the El Dorado class event,
the Omis also bowled over everyone with an
ADDITIONAL Friday afternoon event at Big Al's,
where 100 people enjoyed strikes, air conditioning,
fun, and air conditioning.

We will spare you additional puns for the rest of the
newsletter. Probably,
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a', This year's Tri-Class Auction carried on the tradition of involvement

-t across all three classes, with everyone pitching in to pull off a seamless
event to benefit WCMS and have some fun with silent and live bidding.
It was a great opportunity to have network out of class and perhaps get
something cool. Now anyone who bought something just has to figure
out how to fit it in their luggage for the trip home.

'0i_t E FINAL WEEKEND
To gear up for our last week at Pomona, the
Omicrons seized their freedom over the weekend.
Baseball games, the Santa Monica Pier, swimming
pools, camping, trips home, or laundry/sleep/
studying were among the options chosen,
However they spent their time, the Omicrons are
back and ready for the last push to graduation!



The Omicron class would like to congratulate
the Pi class on a dramatic evening of networking
and sleuthing in the Meef Your Match event at
Edmunds Ballroom last Thursday. The Omicrons
dressed up as everyone from Scooby-Doo and
Daphne to Miss Fisher and Kojak, ready to solve
the mystery of the moles - some were perhaps
more mysterious than others.

We must also acknowledge the transformative
power of WCMS which allowed Sherlock Holmes
to cross to the world of Clue to catch the wicked
butler in the act!

The Omicrons would like to
congratulate the Rho class on
putting together their first event in

a short amount of time, and
managing to organize impressive
entertainment around a Fiesta
theme, including a live dance
performance that combined
multiple traditions. An appropriate
final party before we head into the
last days of studying and tests
before Graduationl
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WCMS ACE Exams
Graduation Dinner
Graduation Pictures
Graduation Ceremony
Graduation Reception
Exam Review
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Friday, July 21st


